
Lab 3: 

 

Problem 1.  Abstract Classes 

 

1. Create an abstract class called Shape that contains: 

a. A string color. 

b. A constructor that sets the color to the parameter passed in. 

c. An abstract method getPerimeter() that returns a double.   

 

2. Create a Triangle class that is a subclass of Shape.   Add methods called getSide1 

and setSide1 that gets and sets an instance variable side1.  Add any other 

methods or variables that you feel are necessary so that the main method 

works as stated.   Recall that the perimeter of a Triangle is simply the sum of its 

three sides. 

 

3. Below is the main you should put in a test class to test your results: 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

      Triangle s = new Triangle("blue", 5, 6, 7); 

      System.out.println("perimeter=" + s.getPerimeter()); // Prints 

perimeter=18.0 

      s.setSide1(100); // Changes side1 of s to be 100.0 

      System.out.println("side1=" + s.getSide1()); // Prints 

side1=100.0 

} 

 

Problem 2. Interfaces: 

 

1. Write an interface called Structure that has the following method (Remember: all methods in 

an interface are abstact whether you write abstract or not): 

a. numOfFloors: This void method takes an int as a parameter. 

    

      2. Write a class, Apartment, that implements the interface, Structure, and has the following. 

a.  A private integer, floors. 

b. A private 2D array of boolean values, called floorPlan (It will be used later for the layout of 

the building.  The rows of the 2D array will represent the number of floors and the columns 

represent the apartments in each floor.  If it is occupied, the element will be true, if it is vacant it 

will be false.) 

c. Override numOfFloors() from Structure. It accepts an integer, n, and sets the instance 

variable floor to n.   It also sets the size of the 2D array to nXn. 

d. Create a public method, bookRoom() which has three parameters, an int representing the 

row (floor), an int representing the column (which apartment on that floor), and a boolean value.  

The method sets the specified row and column for floorPlan to the boolean value provided. 

f. Create a public method vacancies(), which returns an int representing the number of empty 

rooms available.  The method does not have any parameters and will check the variable, floorPlan 

and count the number of vacancies (when it is false).   

 



Use the below main method in a test class.   

 

Apartment apt = new Apartment();  

apt.numOfFloors(3);    

apt.bookRoom(0, 0, true); 

apt.bookRoom(0, 2, true); 

apt.bookRoom(2, 1, true);     Output 

apt.bookRoom(2, 2, true); 

int empty = apt.vacancies();  

System.out.println(empty); 

 

 

 

The 2D array floorPlan would look like this: 

     0  1  2 

Floor 0:  true false true 

Floor 1: false false false 

Floor 2: false true true 

 

 

Problem 3.  Abstract Classes and Interfaces 

 

Design an interface Colorable.  Colorable should contain an abstract void method 

named howToColor().   

 

Modify the Triangle class we created in Problem 1 above to have the Triangle class 

implement colorable (in addition to extending Shape).  Now the Triangle class must 

contain the method howToColor().  howToColor should print the message “Color all 3 

sides.”  Modify your test class that after main prints side1 it should call howToColor().   

 

My output: 

 

      perimeter=18.0 

ÏÏside1=100 
ÏÏColor all 3 sides 
 

 

 

 

Submission:  zipped folder with your name on it containing 3 folders: 

Problem 1 – submit java file(s) and output file.  

Problem 2 – java file(s) and output file. 

Problem 3 – Java file(s) and output file  
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